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The number of licensed amateurs in the US continues to rise; hundreds of comments received on ARRL petition seeking adjustments to 80/75 meters; ARISS makes its 1000th contact; new Section Managers elected; more.
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Our Cover
Jerry Clement, VE6AB, took this photograph of himself 35 kilometers southeast of Calgary on a ridge overlooking the river valley that the Bow River flows through. Jerry’s equipment includes a Yaesu FT-897D transceiver and a Kenwood D72 with the beacons being digipeated by his mobile (parked a kilometer north of his operating position) via his APRS weather station with digipeater mounted in the cargo bay.
You can read more about Jerry in our new column, “Member Spotlight,” which appears on page 13. [Jerry Clement, VE6AB, photo]
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Join in the fun June 25 – 26!